Anythink Wright Farms
Rangeview Library District, Colorado
Humphries Poli Architects, P.C.
Humphries Poli’s library experience

31 New and Renovation/Addition Library projects

17 Facility Evaluations and Studies

7 LEED certified Libraries

1 MLS professional on staff

1 Landmark library
What is an **Anythink**?
What is an Anythink?

- WE DUMPED DEWEY
- NO FINES EITHER
- YOU HAVE TO BE MORE THAN A LIBRARIAN
- ANYTHINK IS MORE THAN BOOKS
- AROUND HERE, SHHH IS A FOUR LETTER WORD
- IDEAS SHOULD HAVE NO BOUNDARIES
- A BUILDING WITH NO WALLS
- DON’T FIND US. WE’LL FIND YOU.
What is an Anythink?

IS THAT NEW LOGO BRAIN MATTER, A CLOUD, OR SPAGHETTI?

The new Anythink logo is a doodle. Why? Because doodles are so often the humble start of any idea. Maybe a drawing, a poem, or even an amazingly complex two-year plan for an entirely new form of library. Doodles are also just plain; they can mean anything to anybody. You'll spot our doodle everywhere in an Anythink library. It's our way of saying we support creative thinking. After all, why shouldn't your new library—and its logo—be anything you want them to be?
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What is the Definition of a Landmark Library?
It is.....

**FUNCTIONAL:** maximize and minimize

**INNOVATIVE:** past AND present AND future

**A THINK TANK:** individual and collaborative

**flexible:** responds to present and future needs

**GREEN:** meeting present and future needs

**beautiful:** beauty and delight
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GREEN

Minimize energy usage from conventional sources

• Fundamental and enhanced building commissioning
• Reduce annual energy cost by 21 - 35%
• Purchase green power to offset 35% electricity use
GREEN
Select environmentally responsible materials

• At least 20% of construction materials contain recycled content
• 75% of construction waste to be diverted from the landfill
• At least 20% of construction materials will be extracted, processed, and manufactured regionally
• Designated area for the storage and collection of recyclables
beautiful
beautiful
Great clients make great architecture... and Landmark Libraries!

Many thanks to Pam Sandlian-Smith, Director (and head Anythinker)